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Providing residents 

with information on 

how to reduce their 

carbon footprint 

and arming them 

with the incentives 

and tools needed 

to take hands-on 

action to reduce 

their contribution 

to climate change.  

 

In general, the 

more you buy and 

travel, the larger 

your carbon      

footprint will be, 

and the more     

options you may 

have to reduce it 

significantly.  

Ontario Regulation 507/18 (Energy Reporting and 

Conservation and Demand Management Plans) requires 

broader public sector organizations to develop plans for 

future energy use reductions. These plans, known as 

Energy Conservation and Demand Management (CDM) 

Plans, set objectives and targets to achieve reductions 

over a 5-year period. The regulation also requires 

municipalities to report on greenhouse gas emissions on 

a yearly basis; methodology approved by the Minister of 

Energy is used to convert energy usage into greenhouse 

gas emissions.  

As an environmentally mindful organization, Seguin 

recognizes the importance of energy management and 

the successful integration of energy efficient practices 

into the “business as usual” conduct of the municipality. 

Seguin’s CDM plan is based on a regular assessment of 

energy performance, the implementation of procedures 

and measures to reduce energy and increase efficiency.  

The continued implementation of the plan will support 

community priorities and focus the Township’s efforts to 

achieve efficiencies in facility and equipment operations. 

At the organizational level, endorsement from Council 

and senior management demonstrates the commitment 

and leadership required to complete the plan, and 

reinforce the collective responsibility of all staff to use 

energy resources wisely.  

Seguin will strategically reduce total energy consumption 

and mitigate costs through the wise and efficient use of 

energy and resources. Seguin will exercise stewardship in 

its use of energy resources to demonstrate community 

leadership and enhance the overall quality of life in the 

community.  
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Understanding our  

Carbon Footprint 

 

 Educate and inform residents 

on why and how to reduce 

the GHG contributions of 

their community, household 

and themselves. 

 Advocate for seasonal and 

local eating whenever       

possible to reduce the       

demand for out of season 

produce, reducing GHGs   

associated with growing and 

transportation, and to      

support growth of the local 

food economy. 

 Encourage practices such as 

the installation of low-flow 

toilets and shower-heads, 

rainwater collection (barrels, 

cisterns) and xeriscaping 

(drought-resistant plantings). 

 Provide information for   

landowners on methods for 

maintaining and enhancing 

their treed areas in response 

to projected weather and  

climate impacts.  

 Identify what actions can be 

taken to enhance and create 

habitat for pollinators, such 

as bees and butterflies.  

 Demonstrate leadership in environmental 

stewardship and energy management. 

 Reduce the environmental impact of the Township’s 

operations. 

 Maximize the fiscal resources of the Municipality 

through direct and indirect energy savings. 

 Ensure compliance with legislative and voluntary 

program requirements.  

 To create a culture of energy conservation within the 

Township. 

 To maximize the operation efficiency of facilities and 

equipment through energy conservation strategies and 

the use of alternative energy sources.  

 To demonstrate commitment and leadership by 

implementing best practices in energy management 

and investigation new and emerging technologies. 

 To implement, monitor and evaluate a comprehensive 

energy management and GHG reduction strategy 

covering all Township operations.  
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 A 1 degree rise in 

temperature and 

frequent extreme 

weather events can 

reduce global      

production of corn, 

wheat, rice and soy 

by 9 percent in 

2030s, and up to 23 

percent by 2050. 

 

 Methane is 25 times 

more potent than 

carbon dioxide in 

terms of its global 

warming potential, 

with emissions from 

Canadian landfills 

accounting for 20 

per cent of national 

methane emissions. 

 

 Eleven percent of all 

global greenhouse 

gas emissions 

caused by humans 

are caused by      

deforestation — 

comparable to the 

emissions from all of 

the cars and trucks 

on the planet.  

Seguin Township will focus its CDM on the following 

commodities: 

 Electricity 

 Natural gas 

 Propane 

 Fuel oil 

Asset management planning takes into consideration 

the potential impacts of climate change and any 

actions that may be required to address 

vulnerabilities that may be caused by climate change 

to the Township’s infrastructure assets. In addition, 

mitigation approaches, such as reduced energy 

consumption, can be a significant decision driver 

when replacing new assets or rehabilitating existing 

assets.  

To ensure that Seguin Township will take advantage 

of all funding and grant opportunities related to 

energy efficient projects, the Township will liase with 

representatives from local utility providers and other 

provincial or federal agencies. As funding 

opportunities arise that are suitable for specific energy 

conservation projects, Township staff will report to 

Council and clearly outline the cost savings associated 

with a successful application.  

Organizations can save money and staff time by 

working together to develop coordinated plans. A 

coordiinated regional approach could identify 

conservation issues and opportunities and help 

develop common measures that would benefit all 

participants.  
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Energy costs are manageable and can lead to additional savings as the culture of energy 

efficiency and the wise use of energy becomes fully integrated into the Township. The 

initiatives outlined in the Conservation and Demand Management Plan (CDM) can yield 

individual savings, but as a whole a more efficient process, asset and/or operation can 

lead to accumulated sustainable savings not only in consumption, and GHG emissions, 

but also cost savings or avoidance. It is anticipated the cost of energy will continue to 

increase in the future; however, through sustainable investment and implementation of 

initiatives within the CDM, costs can be mitigated.  

Due to the continued volatility in the energy sector, it is important that the Township 

continue to invest in energy management through both technological efficiencies, 

organizational efficiencies and behavioural changes to reduce energy consumption.  

The Township can build upon the success of consumption and dollar savings already 

achieved and strive to implement consumption savings within the 2% - 5% range.  

In addition, energy efficiency upgrades and new projects as part of the capital and 
operational plans will continue to be brought forth to Council for approval within the 
designated budget year. 

    Technical  

Technical measures are usually capital projects like a LED lighting retrofit that can significantly reduce 
energy consumption. 

    Organizational  

Organizational measures can result in energy savings of 25% to 35% and may include the development of 
a Township staff “green” team, aligning departments with treasury, and departmental awareness of energy 
use and consumption.  

    Behavioural  

Behavioural measures can be low to no cost and result in savings of 5% to 10%. Measures include 
informing staff of the savings associated with shutting off lights, not re-adjusting room temperatures, and 
using shades to take advantage of daylight harvesting, solar heat gain in the winter and cooling in the 
summer.  
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To efficiently manage energy within the Township, the 

establishment of accurate consumption data from the 

base year is essential. To set meaningful targets for 

energy reductions and ultimately, reductions, in 

greenhouse gas emissions, an understanding of where 

and how the energy is consumed is critical. By 

establishing a trend analysis, starting with the 

baseline year of 2014, provides the Township with a 

unique opportunity to monitor consumption as well as 

assist in bill verification, procurement and budgeting. 

(Table 1) 

 

 

Table 1: 

Seguin 

Township 

2014 

baseline 

year 

energy 

Energy Type Consumption 

Electricity 1,253,244 kWh 

Natural Gas 15,186 

Fuel Oil 34,969 

Propane 122,906 

 

TOTAL GHG EMISSIONS 434,099 
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The completion of the energy consumption projects from the 2014-2019 Energy 

Management Plan have built the foundation for successful energy management 

practices. Some of completed projects include: 

Lighting Retrofits Replace T12 bulbs with T8 in Municipal 

office, Humphrey Community Centre, 

Rosseau Nursing Station, Foley Public 

Works, Christie Public Works and 

Humphrey Public Works 

Motion Sensors Motion sensor lighting installed in all 

facilities (ongoing) 

Boiler Replacements Converted fuel oil boiler to propane at the 

Municipal office 

Boiler Replacements Converted fuel oil boiler to propane at the 

Rosseau Fire Hall 

Efficient washroom fixtures Installed low-flow toilets at all public 

facilities (ongoing) 
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Motion Sensors Motion sensor lighting installed in all 

facilities (ongoing) 

Lighting Retrofits Humphrey Arena ice surface lighting 

replaced with energy efficient LED’s 

Water Systems Installed new water treatment system at 

the Humphrey Arena 

Boiler Replacements Converted fuel oil boiler to natural gas at 

the Foley Public Works building 

Boiler Replacements Converted fuel oil boiler to natural gas at 

the Foley Community Hall 

Efficient washroom fixtures Installed low-flow toilets at all public 

facilities (ongoing) 

Motion Sensors Motion sensor lighting installed in all 

facilities (ongoing) 

Boiler Replacements Converted propane boiler to natural gas at 

the Foley Fire Hall 

Boiler Replacements Converted fuel oil boiler to propane at the 

Humphrey Fire Hall 

Efficient washroom fixtures Installed low-flow toilets at all public 

facilities (ongoing) 

Ice Surface Temperature Maintain ice temperature to ensure 

maximum efficiency. (18/20 degrees in 

winter, 14/16 degress in summer) 
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Motion Sensors Motion sensor lighting installed in all 

facilities (ongoing) 

Lighting Retrofits Replaced Rosseau Waterfront Park lighting 

with LED bulbs 

Boiler Replacements Convert fuel oil boiler to propane at 

Humphrey Arena north end 

Efficient washroom fixtures Installed low-flow toilets at all public 

facilities (ongoing) 

Fan Controls Installed new fan controls in the arena 

compressor room to avoid continuous use 

Boiler Replacement Converted fuel oil boiler to natural gas at 

the Christie Public Works building 

Lighting Retrofits LED lights installed throughout the Rosseau 

Memorial Hall (Hydro One initiative) 

Motion Sensors Motion sensor lighting installed in all 

facilities (ongoing) 

Efficient washroom fixtures Installed low-flow toilets at all public 

facilities (ongoing) 

Air Conditioner Installed new energy efficient air 

conditioning unit at the Municipal Office 

Arena Compressors Installed timers on compressor units during 

winter season to avoid continuous use 
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The Energy Conservation and Demand Management Plan is a living document that provides a 

roadmap for the Township. It is not static but continuously evolving to build upon the success 

of the previous plan.  

The initiatives are high level actions that align with the objectives of the CDM and will 

continue to build the internal capacity and knowledge base to increase energy efficiency and 

eliminate energy waste.  

Customer Awareness Develop an awareness campaign for external customers who use/

rent Township facilities.  

Employee Awareness Training Deliver an Energy Awareness workshop to all staff. Include a 

session on energy management into new employee orientation. 

Add energy awareness to Management meetings.  

Incentive Awareness Develop a strategy for increased awareness of potential funding 

opportunities for implementing energy efficient equipment.  

Support and Participate in the Regional 

Energy Plan and Community Climate 

Action initiative 

Appoint a senior staff member and Council representative to the 

regional effort implemented by the Georgian Bay Biosphere 

Reserve. 

Employee Training  Send key staff members to “Spot the Energy Savings” training.  

Identify unnecessary plug loads within 

facilities.  

Develop strategy to maintain optimal usage of equipment to avoid 

plug in phantom power. 

New Compressor for arena Capital budget for 2020 includes a new energy efficient 

compressor for the arena 

 Technical (LED lighting retrofit) 

 Organizational (setting up a green team) 

 Behavioural (lights off campaign) 
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Equipment Operating Procedures Develop written operating procedures for equipment 

to optimize energy efficiency and eliminate wasted 

energy.  

Energy Efficient Equipment Procurement Develop a policy for the purchase of new and 

replacement equipment focusing on energy efficiency 

where feasible.  

LED Streetlight Retrofit Evaluate streetlight retrofit proposals in order to 

move forward with energy efficient and cost saving 

lighting fixtures. 

Reporting of energy data Provide energy reports to Council on a yearly basis. 

Green fuels Evaluate the feasibility of alternative fuels, as 

appropriate in reducing emissions while 

maintaining service levels.  

Innovative Energy Management Strategies 

within all Facilities 

Review and evaluate opportunities for energy 

related technologies or projects to improve 

operations/maintenance and/or reduce 

consumption.  

Green Fleet Efficiencies Review policies and procedures such as idling and 

vehicle use optimization. Continue with the 10 

minute idle shut-off on fleet tandems . 

Move towards a plastic free Seguin Develop campaign dedicated to eliminating single 

use plastics at the municipal level. 

Enhance building envelope.  Continue to inspect condition of caulking, weather 

stripping, and insulation that can contribute to 20-

40% heating or cooling loss. 

Motion sensors Continue to replace lights to motion activated 

sensors to improve efficiency 

Replacement of restroom fixtures Continue to install certified low flow fixtures in all 

facilities.  

Solar Opportunities Explore solar opportunities for public facilities.  

 



5 Humphrey Drive 
Seguinn, Ontario. P2A 2W8 

T. 705.732.4300  
Toll Free. 1-877-4SEGUIN 
F. 705.732.6347 
 

www.seguin.ca 

Seguin Township’s Energy Conservation 

and Demand Management Plan will assist 

the Township in meeting energy related 

goals. The plan can help reduce energy 

usage and costs by implementing 

effective energy reduction strategies, 

managing energy retrofits, monitoring 

and tracking the Township’s energy 

usage and introducing energy awareness 

programs to staff. By thinking globally 

and acting locally, current and future 

generations benefit.  


